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Compilation of strongest aspects for Donald Trump's June 13, 2020 yearly Solar Return

22 Cancer 16 is rising, so the Moon rules this year's return chart.  Trump's return chart
Midheaven is 5 Aries 54, synchronistically squaring the United States Jupiter at 5 Cancer 54.
Jupiter represents the economy and the Moon represents the people, who will judge Trump's
Presidency by its effect on the nation's economy.

Return Jupiter conjunct Return Pluto  (Strength:  8.87)

Return Jupiter aspecting Return Pluto can mean positive changes for your social status.  Benefits
may come through the government or those in authority.  Sexual issues may capture your
attention.  Events may occur that enhance your understanding of human mortality and promote
personal transformation.  Travel and contact with other cultures can deepen your appreciation of
the human spirit.  This aspect carries tremendous power that may propel you to a position of
leadership and influence over the masses.

Return Mars conjunct Return Neptune  (Strength:  7.87) - Aspect perfects on 7/19/2020.

Mars conjunct Neptune can signify discontent, loss, regret, and sadness.  The raw energy of
Mars becomes misdirected by the nebulous influence of Neptune, often resulting in some type of
illness or harmful circumstance. You may feel as if you are suffering from a festering wound that
will not heal and needs to be drained.  Irritability, inadequacy, and self-doubt may color your
thinking and could in some instances lead to self-injurious behavior involving you or someone
close to you.  It would be wise to seek professional counsel if you or a loved one is feeling
despondent.  Guard against deception, avoid violent individuals, and be especially careful with
drugs, alcohol and other toxic substances.

Return Moon sextile Return Jupiter  (Strength:  6.80) - Aspect perfects on 6/24/2020.

The Moon in aspect with Jupiter brings optimism, joy, good fortune, and pleasant experiences
into your life.  Close personal relationships bring much satisfaction.  Your popularity increases,
and you excel at any dealings with the public.  Favorable publicity often accompanies this aspect.
Events occur that increase your happiness, emotional well being, and sense of security.  Success
comes in social, domestic, and financial affairs.  Rewarding religious experiences are possible.  If
indications of marriage occur in the chart, this aspect supports the formation of a bond of love and
nurturance.

Return Moon trine Natal Venus  (Strength:   6.77 ) - Aspect perfects on 6/20/2020.

The Return Moon harmoniously aspecting natal Venus has a very positive effect on your
emotional life.  Close relationships are supportive and friendly.  Intimacy comes easily.
Conditions are generally harmonious on the domestic front.  Romance may blossom.

Return Jupiter oppose Natal Venus  (Strength:   5.87 )

This can be a time of emotional expansion and self-indulgence.  Material benefits are likely but
they come at a price.  Try to do things in moderation.  Excess usually leads to waste and
resentment.



Return Pluto trine Natal Midheaven  (Strength:   5.83 )

Return Pluto harmoniously aspecting natal Midheaven brings positive major changes to your
career and domestic life.  Your professional goals and ambitions may radically alter.  You become
more of a commanding presence whom others respect and follow.  Your determination, hard
work, and in-depth research pay off in terms of public recognition and career success.

Return Neptune square Natal Moon  (Strength:   5.74 )

This is an important time to keep your feet planted firmly on the ground.  You tend to be strongly
swayed by fantasy and emotion so you must critically evaluate any proposals before making a
commitment.  Indolence is another danger of this aspect.

Return Ascendant trine Return Neptune  (Strength:  5.68)

Return Neptune harmoniously aspecting the Ascendant favors artistic, musical, psychological,
charitable, and spiritual endeavors.  You tend to be sensitive, compassionate, and empathic; and
your intuitive hunches are likely to pay off in such a year.  A difficult situation may finally pass out
of your life.  There may be opportunities for travel, especially over water.  This is a good time for
introspection and for exploring your ideals and your inner life.  Those whose work involves
imagination, illusion, and creativity do especially well in such an Return year.

Return Mars square Natal Moon  (Strength:   5.68 ) - Aspect perfects on 12/13/2020.

Return Mars in harsh aspect to your Natal Moon brings volatility to your emotional life.
Arguments and conflicts with others are likely.  You may feel unsupported and resentful that your
security needs are not being met.  You will need to deal with aggressive feelings in yourself and
others.  Beware of those who express attitudes of bigotry and intolerance.

Return Ascendant trine Return Mars  (Strength:  5.62)

Return Mars favorably aspecting the Ascendant increases your energy, drive, assertiveness, and
daring.  You are able to take the initiative in successfully promoting personal projects.  A program
of diet and exercise can provide more stamina as well as improve your personal appearance.
Your courage and leadership help you to emerge victorious from challenging situations.  Now
would be a good time to engage in activities that require assertiveness or the use of force.

Return Moon sextile Return Pluto  (Strength:  5.59)

The Moon aspecting Pluto often indicates profound changes in your personality and emotional
life.  You may experience great depth of feeling about matters that are dear to your heart.  This
could involve coming to understand, on a gut level, the meaning of death and human mortality.
You will have the opportunity to deal positively with issues of power and control in close
relationships.  Personal transformation may come about through your relationships with the
women in your life.  Psychological insights and psychic experiences commonly accompany this
aspect.

Return Pluto oppose Natal Saturn  (Strength:   5.32 )

Stressful Saturn/Pluto aspects indicate a period of difficulty during the year.  Basic structures of
your life come under challenge and may need to be reformed.  You are likely to reprioritize your



life's goals and ambitions.  Health problems are sometimes indicated, so a complete medical
exam would be in order at this time.

Return Moon trine Natal Saturn  (Strength:   5.28 )

The Moon harmoniously aspecting natal Saturn stabilizes your emotional life.  Committed
relationships proceed smoothly.  You are able to balance your responsibilities toward others with
your own emotional needs.

Return Sun inconjunct Return Pluto  (Strength:  5.23)

With the Sun inconjunct Pluto in your Return chart, you may undergo changes, crises, or
adjustments that will lead to significant personal growth and transformation.  This aspect often
correlates with events that serve as milestones dividing your life into before and after.  An
important person could pass from your life.  You may feel at the mercy of forces beyond your
control.

Issues of power, control, biological urges, childbirth, sexual passion, and human mortality come
to the fore.  You might develop an interest in Pluto-ruled matters such as research, healing, sex,
elimination, birth, death, dying, psychic phenomena, near-death experiences, or the afterlife.  If
other aspects suggest health problems, this Sun/Pluto connection could indicate a need for
surgery.  Pluto is a very slow-moving planet and this influence may be felt for several years.
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